Organized tour before the Z1OCN Rally 2016. Starting from
Kristiansand, 22. June, returning to Lyngdal 24.June
The tour starts from Color Line docks in Kristiansand where
the ferry arrives from Denmark at. 3:30 pm.
There may come some changes in the route depending on the
weather.

Day 1. 22 June. (201 km, about 5 hours trip).
Departure from Kristiansand ferry docked about 15.45, all
starting with a full tankJ, stop by Lyngdal to leave the luggage
on the rally site (remember to bring your sleeping bag further
on), a cup of coffee at the Club House before the trip goes on
via Flekkefjord, stop by the Åna-Sira, maybe a fish soup and a
drink waiting for us here? On to the Jøssingfjord and to Moi
on County Road 1. Here we stop to fill up to for next
day. Overnight at the cabin at Sætra ca. 20.30,
accommodation and food! Sætra Lodge has 40 beds,
remember to bring your sleeping bag as there is no rental of
sleeping tools ...

Day 2. 23 June (299 km, about 7 hours trip).
Departure from Sætra. 10:00. The trip goes to Sirdal via
Tonstad, the first stop on the GP Sinnes for coffee and
gasoline. Further down the hairpins and turns to Lysebotn
with a stop at Øygardstølen on the return trip back up
again. Back to Sinnes and down the Hundedalen. Stop at the
Byrkjedalstunet for coffee and food. Here we hit the second
private trip with Ole Bjørn Rui in the lead, they come from
Røldal. From Byrkjedal we run together with a short stop in
Gloppedalsura for photography. The next short stop will be
Statoil for gas before we stops by Vikeså to visit a local
museum with Norwegian made mopeds and motorcycles, this
is also in Vikeså. Then we take the old road over to Bjerkreim,
continue to Helleland, up to the Gyadalen and Hovsherad up
Rusdal, Sætra and the accommodation and food again!

Day 3. 24 June. (270 km, about 6 hours trip).
Departure from Sætra 10:00. Short stop for gas at Helleland
short stop in Bryne before we drive down Jærstranda with
stop to eat on the Knife and Fork in Egersund port, stop by
Sokendalstrand for coffee, on to Flekkefjord, stop by Feda
and Kvinesdal to get a fantastic view before we finally hits the
rally site in Lyngdal.

Lysebotn. 27 hairpin bends from sea level up to nearly 1000
m. A must for a biker!

Tor Tjessem, Z1 Classic at a point of the trip.

